If S is symmetric we define Q s = {x e R n \ x'Sx = 0}. DEFINITION 
For real symmetric (r.s.) matrices S and T one defines the pencil P(S, T) = {aS + bT\a, beR}.

DEFINITION 3. (a) P(S, T) is called d-pencil if P(S, T) contains a definite matrix. (b) P(S, T) is called s.d. pencil if P(S, T) contains a nonzero semidefinite, but no definite matrix.
The following theorem is classical:
THEOREM 0.
If P(S, T) is a d-pencil then S and T can be diagonalized simultaneously by a real congruence transformation.
The question whether a given pencil of r.s. matrices contains a positive definite matrix was treated in chronological order by Finsler [6] , Albert [1] , Reid [12] , Hestenes and McShane [9] , Dines [5] , Calabi [4] , Taussky [13] , Hestenes [8] , Theorem 3, and Berman [3] .
Their main results are the following:
THEOREM 0.2. Let S and T be r.s. n x n matrices. If n^ 3, then the following are equivalent:
( 
i) P(S, T) is a d-pencϊl, (ϋ)
Q
r=o.
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) was proved by Calabi [4] , while Berman [3] showed the equivalence of (i) and (iii). δβl 562 FRANK UHLIG Before Calabi [4] only condition
was generally used instead of (ii). And thus only the fact that (ii') implies (i) was proved.
In view of Theorem 0.1, to characterize d-pencils means to characterize the sets L = {(a i9 b { ) \ i -1, , n) ϋ R 2 for which there exist λ, μ € R with Xdi + μbi > 0 for all i. THEOREM Proof. If P(S, T) is a d-pencil, then by Theorem 0.1 the matrices S and T can be diagonalized simultaneously by a real congruence transformation: X'SX= diag(a^), X'TX= diag^). Furthermore, there exist λ, μeRs.t. XS + μT = X'diag(λαί + μ&*) X is positive definite.
P(S, T) is a d-pencil iff S and T can be simultaneously diagonalized by a real congruence transformation
Hence the set L -{(α^, b^ \i = 1, , n} g R z must lie in an open half plane of J? 2 and it follows that either (a) or (b) or (c) must hold for L.
Conversely if S and T are simultaneously congruent to diag(a;) and diag(δί) then in case of (a) all points (a if bi) e R 2 lie "below" any line L a thru zero that has slope max tt . >0 &</( &< < a < max αί<0 bja^ In case of (b), they all lie "above" any such line L a with min αί>0 bjai > a > min tt{<0 bjai and in case of (c) they all lie to the "right" or to the "left" of any line L a where either max -ι -< a < oo or -oo < <χ < min _i . Next, if P(S, T) is a cί-pencil we will explicitly describe the setikP = {(λ, μ) \ XS + μTpos. def.} S R 2 and determine the positive semideίinite matrices in P(S, T). The sets M + and its closure M = {(λ, μ) \XS + μTpos. semidef.} have been previously characterized as convex cones and this fact together with properties of quadratic forms have been used to prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 0.2 (Hestenes [8] ). Hestenes [8] moreover treats related questions for positively elliptic pairs of quadratic forms in Hubert space. THEOREM 
Let P{S, T) be a d-pencil and let S, T be simultaneously congruent to diag^) and diag(&;).
Then with (a), (b), and (c) from Theorem 1.1 we have Uhlig [15] . There it was shown that the canonical pair form just described is a finest simultaneous block diagonalization. \1 0/ c, 6 Z -α:α z αίZ /^αvβ ίfcβ same sign for I = j + 1, , n.
Proof. We recall that P(S, T) is a s.d. pencil if there is a semidefinite but no definite matrix in P(S, T).
If S and ϊ 7 can be diagonalized simultaneously to yield diag(α ) and diag (6,) [l 0/ 0 λ + μa\ is semidefinite iff λ + μa = 0. Hence if there are λ + μa μ j several 2-dimensional blocks in J Q they must all correspond to the same eigenvalue aeR and they all must carry the same sign ε. The signs of the one-dimensional blocks corresponding to the same eigenvalue a cannot be specified since e<(λ + μa) = 0 independent of ε 4 = ±1, but for one-dimensional blocks in J o not corresponding to a, i.e., if b t Φ aa ly then we must have that εμ and Xa t + μbt = μ(b t -aa t ) all have the same sign for I = j + 1, , n. If μ = 0 we conclude that if XE + μEJ -XE is semidefinite then X -0. Thus μ cannot be zero. And the theorem is proved, since the converse is obvious in this case.
, then P(S, T) is a s.d. pencil iff L = {(a i9 h)} S R
Finally we will apply Theorem 1.1 to give a new elementary proof of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 0.2.
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For this we need a theorem of Greub and Milnor [7, p. This Theorem was also proved by Majindar [11] , Kraljevic [10] , Wonenburger [16] , Au-Yeung [1] , and the author [14] .
Proof, [(i) and (ii) hold, i.e., if both (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.1 are violated, then we will show that Q = Q Dl Π QD 2 ^ {0} ^^d then the equivalence of (i) and (ii) will be proved. We now go into subcases: If both bi ^ 0 and b j ^ 0 for a { = a 3 -= 0, then Q Dι n QD 2 Φ {0} as we have just seen.
If both max α{>0 &</«< ^ max s<0 δi/α* and δ, ^ 0 for some α^ = 0 hold, then we assume without loss of generality that the indices in question are 1, 2, 3, respectively, i.e., b 1 ja ι ^ 6 2 /α 2 where a x > 0, a 2 < 0, and α 3 = 0, while 6 3 ^ 0. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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